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An array of genetic markers viz. morphological, biochemical and DNA based has been used in various fields including
plant genetics and crop improvement. A novel class of DNA markers namely single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) has
recently become highly preferred in genomic studies. They are single nucleotide base polymorphism in genomic DNA and
are the most abundant class of markers. In recent times, various SNP databases have been constructed to assess the SNP data
available in humans, animals and plants. Seeing the huge potential of SNPs in pharmacogenomics and crop genetics, various
assays for their genotyping have been described, which include direct sequencing, mining from EST databases, cleavage
assays, molecular beacons, etc. Each of these assays are having their own merits and demerits and the choice of assay
depends on the objective of the study and availability of the resources. These assays utilize detection platforms that range
from the conventional gel based detection to high throughput systems like microarrays, mass spectrometry and flow
cytometry. SNPs have tremendous applications and prospects in crop genetics. They can be used in association studies,
tagging of economic important genes, genotyping, diversity analysis and evaluation among the plant species.
Keywords: single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), genotyping assay, microarrays, application in plants, linkage
disequilibrium (LD), diversity analysis
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Introduction
Genetic improvement of crop species is required to
enhance their economic traits such as yield, resistance
to abiotic and biotic stresses, etc. and thus forms the
ultimate goal of plant breeding. The most fundamental and important step in plant breeding programme is the selection of plants/individuals with
desirable characters. The conventional method used
by plant breeders for selection is the phenotypic
selection where morphological/phenotypic agronomic
traits such as plant height; grain yields, etc are taken
into account. These can be called as phenotypic
markers or morphological markers. They are visible
manifestations of genes and therefore, provide some
idea about the genotype. However, most of them are
controlled by many genes and follow quantitative
inheritance and thus are highly influenced by
environment. They are also subjected to allelic
interactions like epistasis or pleiotropy. Since too
__________________
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plastic in nature and subjected to many factors, they
sometimes do not give correct picture of genetic
make-up of the plants. In phenotypic markers, the
extent of variation available is also limited. The
dominant-recessive interactions between the alleles
make it dominant marker system. Moreover, use of
morphological markers excludes the analysis of noncoding sequences of genomes, which in higher plants
often account for more than 95% of the total genome1.
Further they are field requiring, that is, for phenotypic
selection the accessions are first raised in field and
then scored at appropriate growth stages, e.g. for
scoring yield, fruiting time is to be attained. Thus,
raising large populations in field up to appropriate
stage makes it time, effort and labour requiring. In the
field they are subjected to environmental hazards also.
In some cases, a trait may not express if suitable
environment/condition is not available particularly in
the case of stress related genes2. Moreover, scoring of
these markers is subjective the results may differ
when scored by different breeders. These constraints
make the use of phenotypic markers limited.
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Another set of markers called biochemical markers
can be used which overcome most of the limitations
of phenotypic markers. They include proteins,
isozyme/allozyme and secondary metabolites, etc.
Proteins/Allozymes are quite stable and are minimally
influenced by environment. They give closest insight
into the genetic makeup. These markers can be
analyzed at early stages, e.g. isozymes can be
assessed from seeds, and that too with small amount
of tissue as against the morphological markers.
Electrophoretic variations in proteins can be detected
by staining and directly related to allelic variation1.
They are codominant markers, an attribute useful for
the detection of recessive alleles in heterozygotes.
However, as in the case of morphological markers
they depict functional polymorphisms thus only
giving polymorphism in coding regions selectively
that too only the enzyme coding sequences.
Furthermore, only those variations are detected that
affect the electrophoretic mobility of the proteins. As
with classical phenotypic markers, the extent of
variation is also somewhat limited. In case of
secondary metabolites, their use is restricted to only
such plants that produce a suitable range of those
metabolites. Moreover, secondary metabolites are
products of long and complex pathways and therefore,
require study of many genes.
Over the last three decades a new class of markers,
namely, molecular markers or DNA markers have
been introduced, which have totally revolutionized the
entire field of molecular biology. Though, due to
simplicity and low cost, biochemical markers
especially isozymes are still frequently used in
various laboratories, the high information content and
high quality of the DNA markers have made them
preferred over biochemical markers. DNA markers
can broadly be defined as ‘DNA profiles that give
information about the genotype’. They possess unique
advantages over the phenotypic and biochemical
markers. They look directly at the basic level of
variation, i.e. DNA level giving direct insight into the
genetic makeup, screen the whole genome and reveal
variations in both coding and non-coding regions and
hence offer large extent of polymorphism. Since the
only marker systems to assess organelle genome
diversity, make it more important in plants, as many
traits are controlled or influenced by the organelle
(mitochondria and chloroplast) genome. Analysis of
chloroplast genome is used for phylogenetic studies at
taxonomic level as these genomes are conserved as

compared to nuclear and mitochondrial genome. DNA
markers are highly amenable to automation and once
automated, they can be used as efficient selection
tools by the plant breeders and contribute in Marker
Assisted Selection (MAS). Different DNA markers
can be classified into three classes: (i) the hybridization based markers, which include RFLPs and their
modifications. RFLPs have their origin due to
sequence insertions or deletions that create or delete
restriction site/s. Polymorphism is observed by
treating the DNA with restriction enzymes followed
by electrophoresis and hybridization by a labeled
probe. However, RFLPs suffer from some drawbacks.
They require large amount of DNA, are labour
intensive, time consuming, mostly require radioactively labeled probes, hence safety factors must be
considered1. (ii) PCR based markers that include
RAPDs and their modifications. In RAPD, ten-mer,
arbitrary primers are used to amplify the genomic
DNA and the products are separated by agarose gel
electrophoresis and visualized by staining. RAPD has
its modifications like DAF and AP-PCR that differ in
the length of the primer used. They are relatively low
cost markers and prior sequence information of the
target genome is not required. However, RAPD
markers are dominant markers and considered less
reproducible. They also show fragment allelism i.e.
RAPD bands of same molecular weight may not have
same nucleotide sequence. (iii) Markers that combine
principles of both RFLP and PCR include SSRs,
AFLPs and their modifications. These markers have
high information content and have high resolution of
genetic variations than the first generation markers.
SSRs, also known as microsatellites, are ubiquitous
short tendem repeat motifs of 1-6 bp in genome. They
show high mutation rate, which has now been
estimated to be between 10-2-10-6 making them highly
polymorphic markers1. They are codominant markers.
SSR assays are, however, quite costly and time
consuming as primers are to be synthesized from the
flanking sequences of microsatellite, which need to be
isolated, cloned and sequenced. Since the
polymorphism can be the result of addition or deletion
of single copy of repeat motif, it requires highresolution agarose/polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
or the use of automated sequencers. AFLP marker is
based on selective amplification of double digested
restriction products using adaptors linked to
restriction fragment ends acting as specific primer
binding site for PCR amplification. For more specific
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amplification one to three extra nucleotides
(arbitrarily chosen) are added to adapter sequence.
AFLP markers are highly reproducible and number of
markers that can be produced is unlimited as single
restriction digest can be used for amplification with
different primer combinations. However, they are of
high cost and are dominant markers. As in the case of
SSRs they also need high-resolution electrophoresis
or automated sequencers.
In recent years, a novel class of markers namely
SNPs has emerged as an important tool in genomics
and are increasingly being used as molecular markers
in various laboratories for diverse applications. They
possess unique merits that make them preferred over
the above classes of markers. They have high
information content and depict extremely high level
of polymorphisms. Initial cost involved is quite high
for these markers. However, they are highly amenable
to automation, thus eventually can become costeffective. Since most of them are non-gel based, they
are less time consuming against rest of the markers.
What are SNPs?
Single nucleotide polymorphisms are single base
pair positions in genomic DNA at which different
sequence alternatives (alleles) exist in normal individuals in some population(s), wherein the least
frequent allele has an abundance of at least 1% or
greater. Thus, single base insertion/deletion variants
(indels) would not be considered to be SNPs3.
However, a number of properties attributed to SNPs
also apply to insertion or deletion. The above
definition is limited by the practical challenges of
attaining and surveying representative global population samples. The non-polymorphic sequence
should be accompanied by statement of actual population studied3. In simple words, SNP is the
polymorphism occurring between DNA samples with
respect to single base. SNPs comprise the most
abundant molecular markers in the genome. The
international SNP map working group has prepared a
map of human genome sequence variation containing
1.42 million SNPs i.e. one SNP per 1.9 kb4. In plants
also they are found to be present in high density
across the genome. In maize genome, one SNP per 70
bp and in wheat one SNP per 20 bp has been observed
in some regions5.
The SNPs have become the markers of choice. Due
to their abundance in genome, they are extremely
useful for creating high-density genetic map. This
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density cannot be achieved with other genetic marker
classes. Due to this abundance, SNPs have the
potential to provide basis of a superior and highly
informative genotyping assay. SNPs in coding regions
(cSNPs) may have functional significance if the
resulting amino acid change causes the altered
phenotype. SNP markers associated with phenotypic
changes pinpoint functional polymorphism. They
seem to comprise the largest class of functional
polymorphisms.
At a particular site in a DNA molecule theoretically
four possible nucleotides are involved but in reality
only two of these four possibilities have been
observed at the specific sites in a population, thus
SNPs are largely biallelic in nature. Although the
biallelic nature of SNPs makes them less informative
per locus examined than multiallelic markers such as
RFLPs and microsatellites6 but this difficulty is
overcome by their abundance, which allows the use of
more number of loci. Kruglyak determined that a 4
cM map of 750 SNP-based markers was equivalent in
the information content to a 10 cM map of 300
microsatellite markers7.
SNPs are less mutable as compared to other
markers, particularly microsatellites. The low rates of
recurrent mutation make them evolutionarily stable.
They are excellent markers for studying complex
genetic traits and for understanding the genomic
evolution. This also makes them suitable and easier to
follow in population studies.
The SNP Consortium (TSC)
In April 1999, ten large pharmaceutical companies
and the Wellcome Trust, UK established a consortium
called The SNP Consortium (TSC) to put together a
database of 300,000 SNPs plus detailed mapping of
over 170,000 of these8,9. It was established to generate
a widely accepted, extensive, publicly available map
using SNPs as markers evenly distributed throughout
the human genome. At the end of 2001, 1.4 million
SNPs had been released into the public domain by the
consortium far exceeding the initial goal of 300,000
SNPs4. The TSC data is available on website
(http://snp.cshl.org) to the research community. Till
September 2001, 1,255,386 SNPs in human genome
are already present in the database. Users can access
the data via gene or SNP keyword searches. SNP
allele frequency, genotype data and SNP linkage
maps are available on the website10. SNPs are
involved in common human diseases like cancer,
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hypertension, etc. TSC views its map as a way to
make available an important precompetetive research
tool that will spark innovative work throughout the
research and industrial communities.
Databases and Bioinformatics
Since a rapidly emerging field, it is important to
have adequate systems for collection and integration
of all the data. Ready access to the available SNP data
is the prerequisite for its utilization and application.
To meet these goals public databases are being
constructed. Four major public SNP databases are:
(i)

HGBASE (http://hgbase.interactiva.de) from
Uppsala University and Interactive Biotechnologies GmbH links more than 2400 SNPs
to gene. It focuses on relationship between
SNPs and gene functions. It has a collection
of SNPs from human genome only.
(ii) dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov./SNP/
snp. how-to-submit.html)–A joint effort by
National Human Genome Research Institute
(NHGRI) and the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Data within
dbSNP is available free. Since its inception in
September 1998, dbSNP has served as a
central, public repository for genetic variation. dbSNP currently has most of the
submissions for humans but accepts information from any species and from any part of
a particular genome. dbSNP currently
classifies nucleotide sequence variation with
the following types: (i) single nucleotide
substitutions (99.77%), (ii) small indel polymorphisms (0.21%), (iii) invariant regions of
sequence (0.02%), (iv) microsatellite repeats
(0.001%), (v) named variants (0.001`%), and
(vi) uncharacterized heterozygous assays
(<0.001%)11.
(iii) The SNP database from Washington
University and the Standard Genome Center
(http://www.ibc.wustt.edu/SNP/).
(iv) The
Whitehead
SNP
database
(http://www.genome. wi.mit.edu/SNP/human/
index.html). It contains over 3000 SNPs most
of which are chromosomally mapped.
In addition, owing to anticipated commercial use of
SNPs, many of the discovered SNPs are currently
stored in private databases owned by genomic
companies or the pharmaceutical industries like

Celera Genomics, Genset and Incyte, etc. In principle,
SNPs can be patented, especially if their relevance to
a disease is disclosed. Many patent applications on
SNPs have been filed12. Although SNP data is a
valuable resource for the researchers, a large number
of SNPs may have no functional consequences. Many
variations are either in non-coding regions or in
coding regions that do not alter protein sequence.
Therefore, extraction of useful SNPs from the
databases is very important13.
SNP Detection and Genotyping
Seeing the huge potential of SNPs being used in
pharmacogenomics and crop improvement, various
methods have been described to detect and genotype
SNPs. First requirement is to identify or detect the
presence of SNPs in DNA samples. There are a
number of methods for the detection of SNPs within a
genetic locus. SNP assays namely Cleavage assay14-17,
BACs and PACs18, ligation assay19-21, Reduced
representation shotgun (RRS)22 and DASH23 have
already been reviewed24,25. Some other assays that are
widely used are outlined below:
Direct Sequencing

Sequence analysis is the most direct way of
identifying SNPs. DNA could be sequenced using
various methods available like Sangar dideoxy and
other nucleotide sequencing. Direct sequencing is
time consuming and costly. The other problem
encountered in the use of this method in identifying
SNPs is the sequencing error. A sequencing error rate
of just one base per 100 would equal the rate at which
SNPs are found to occur. Another significant
problem, which arises is that many plant species are
heterozygotes or polyploids. In these cases, direct
sequencing would help only highlighting the base
difference and not the exact bases that were
changed24,26.
In one of the approaches, direct sequencing of
AFLP bands can isolate SNP. This has been applied
for the first time to discover 24 SNPs from 10 DNA
fragments in 11.11 Kb of genomic DNA of brown
trout (Salmo trutta). This strategy can be useful for
SNP analysis of non-model organisms where
sufficient sequence data is not available27.
We can also use locus specific-PCR amplification.
Locus specific primers are synthesized from available
genomic sequences and PCR amplification is done.
The PCR products are then sequenced and the
sequence differences are used to discover new SNPs.
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Direct Mining from ESTs Databases

EST databases include partial cDNA clones from
the genome of the organisms. It gives the most
convenient method for the discovery of SNPs as they
are present in the database. A comparison of genomic
sequences by aligning them will detect SNPs in the
coding region. This method provides the greatest
potential for cost-effective SNP discovery, which is
currently most important limitation of SNP genotyping assays as it uses preexisting sequence data.
EST sequence data may provide the richest source of
biologically useful SNPs due to relatively high
redundancy of gene sequence, the diversity of
genotypes represented within databases and the fact
that each SNP would be associated with an expressed
gene. Major drawback of this approach is the
relatively high sequence error naturally associated
with EST program that may lead to identification of
false positives, therefore, SNP identified through data
mining must be verified28. However, this mining of
sequence data sets provides the cheapest source of
abundant SNPs. Specialized computer software is also
available to fully utilize the EST databases for SNP
identification by aligning the sequence from the same
locus of different genotypes in an automated
manner28,29. This method has been successfully used
in identifying 8051 SNPs in Arabidopsis30 and 180
SNPs in barley (Hordeum vulgare)31. Similarly, a
number of SNPs in hexaploid wheat has been
detected32,33.
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SSCP technique such as Denaturing Gradient Gel
Electrophoresis (DGGE), Temperature Gradient Gel
Electrophoresis (TGGE)35, etc. In DGGE, separation
of DNA is based on difference in their melting
behaviour through a polyacrylamide gel containing a
gradient of DNA denaturants along the direction of
run36. The heteroduplex DNA molecule containing the
base mismatch separates from homoduplex as there is
difference in their melting behaviour during denaturing gel electrophoresis.
In a significant modification of gel electrophoresis
for SNP analysis, a novel additive Zn2+-cyclen
complex (cyclen=1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane) is
used37. Zn2+-cyclen binds to the thymine base and
changes the total charge from 0 to +1 (thymine first
gets deprotonated and then binds to Zn2+ ion thus
making net charge +1)38. Binding of Zn2+-cyclen to
dT rich regions changes the local conformation in the
DNA. This can be used for the detection of SNP as
each base substitution would result in a characteristic
conformation of the DNA due to binding to Zn2+cyclen. PCR products of both wild type and the SNP
containing DNA are mixed resulting in the formation
of both homo- and heteroduplexes. The DNA mismatch in heteroduplex promotes Zn2+-cyclen binding
to the thymine base/s around the mismatch site
resulting in a conformational change that enables
visualization of all mutations as different DNA bands.
Thus, it presents a simple, low-cost and sensitive
method of SNP detection in an ordinary laboratory.

Electrophoretic Assays

It detects polymorphisms by observing different
electrophoretic migration behaviour of DNA
sequences. In Single Strand Conformation Polymorphism (SSCP), amplified PCR products are denatured
and electrophoresed under renaturing conditions. A
single base difference between the sequences can
result in changes in 3-dimensional conformation thus
resulting in differences in the rate of migration during
electrophoresis and thereby detecting single
nucleotide polymorphism. An improved version of the
technique involves the step of asymmetric PCR so
that the denaturation step is eliminated. Thus, SSCP
test requires amplification of small fragments from
numerous genotypes, running them in acrylamide gel
electrophoresis and then visualizing the bands by
silver staining or ethidium bromide staining. Any
change in mobility would indicate a sequence change,
which could be targeted by direct sequencing25,26,34.
There are many modifications and improvements to

PNA Directed PCR Clamping

This assay was described by Orum et al39. Peptide
nucleic acid (PNA) is a synthetic analogue of DNA
having a N-2-aminoethyl glycine backbone with
nucleoside bases attached to the backbone by
methylene carbonyl groups40. PNA is a potent DNA
mimic in terms of sequence specific hybridization, i.e
it recognizes and binds to the complementary nucleic
acid sequence with higher thermal stability than
corresponding DNA oligonucleotides. At physiological ion strength, PNA/DNA duplexes are
generally 1oC per base pair more stable thermally than
the corresponding DNA/DNA duplexes. PNA/DNA
effectively block the formation of PCR product when
the PNA is targeted against one of the PCR primer
sites. These PNA/DNA duplexes are more easily
destabilized by mismatches than DNA-DNA, which
makes them an efficient analytical tool for the
genotyping of SNPs. PNAs selectively amplify target
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sequences in a sequence specific manner that differs
by only one base pair39.
Ross genotyped two SNPs located within human
mitochondrial DNA using allele specific PNA probes
uniquely mass labeled by non-complementary dT
nucleobase to the 3' end of the PNA oligomer41.
However, multiplex analysis of SNPs using PNA
probes is limited by high variability in the thermal
stabilities of different probe sequences, which require
the hybridization of probe pairs at each polymorphic
position to be conducted in separate reaction tubes
under different conditions. To design PNA probe
sequences with similar thermal stabilities, two algorithms for predicting PNA:DNA duplex stabilities
have been developed, which can enable single tube
multiplex SNP genotyping to be carried out 42- 44.
Temperature Modulated Heteroduplex Assay (TMHA)

TMHA is also called Denaturing High Performance
Liquid Chromatography (DHPLC). It is a mismatch
detection technology that relies on differences in
physical properties between DNA homoduplexes and
mismatched heteroduplexes formed during the
annealing of wild type and mutant DNA and has
extraordinary sensitivity to distinguish homoduplexes
from heteroduplexes. The assay involves heating of
DNA mixture of wild type and the variant DNA and
subsequent slow cooling at an empirically determined
optimal temperature resulting in a mixture of
homoduplexes and heteroduplexes. The heteroduplex
partially denatures due to single base pair mismatch
and hence can be distinguished from homoduplex by
different chromatographic patterns. Different SNPs
have their unique chromatographic patterns. Trasgenomics Inc. (USA) has developed DHPLC WAVETM
system that brings the assay in a fully automated
manner25. For most of the SNP genotyping methods,
prior knowledge of DNA sequence in the region
surrounding the SNP is needed. The detection
requires screening for a sequence variant without any
a priori knowledge of the exact mutation site and
does not need detection labels and allows multiplexing and automated genotyping of SNPs.
Development of SNP map of barley is in progress
using DHPLC45. However, it is useful for the identification of SNP-containing DNA segment prior to
sequencing as it only detects the presence or absence
of a mutation and not the nature or location of the
mutation. Furthermore, in case of highly polymorphic
species this approach may not be useful. This assay is

time consuming also as optimum assay temperature
for each of the targets has to be determined28.
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer Based Method

The method is based on real time PCR and depends
upon fluorescent energy transfer. It includes TaqMan
assay and molecular beacons (MBs). It allows on-line
reading of result. In TaqMan assay, TaqmanTM probe
contains a fluorescent reporter molecule (ex. FAM or
TET) at the 5' end and a quencher (ex-TAMRA) at the
3' end and a blocking group to prevent probe
extension. This probe is complementary to the PCR
amplicon. The probe on hybridization to the template
DNA is degraded at its 5' end by 5' → 3' exonuclease
activity of Taq polymerase thereby releasing the
reporter from quencher and thus emits signals. Due to
the presence of SNP, the probe does not lead to
duplex formation and no such degradation at 5' end of
the probe is possible hence, no fluorescent signal is
received. Therefore, discrimination of polymorphism
is solely by hybridization and not by the enzyme as
Taq polymerase can presumably cleave a matched as
well as mismatched probe24.
However, due to limited number of compatible
reporter-quencher combination availability, the
multiplexing capability is low. MBs provide an
efficient tool to genotype SNPs with considerable
multiplexing. They are short oligonucleotide probes
with a stem loop structure. The 3′ and 5′ ends are
complementary (forms stem due to pairing) and the
intervening loop is complementary to the target
sequence containing SNP. The 3′ and 5′ end contains
a fluorescence and a quencher moiety, respectively. In
the stem loop/hairpin configuration, the quencher and
reporter lie in close proximity thus the reporter is
quenched. MBs free in solution remain in this hairpin
configuration due to self-annealing of the two ends
and are non-fluorescent due to quenching of reporter
but when complimentary target is present, they
hybridize with the target sequence. Conformational
reorganization in the probe occurs so that the reporter
and quencher are dissociated, the reporter is no longer
quenched and the MB fluoresces (Fig. 1)46. However,
if an SNP is present then the MB will not hybridize to
the target sequence and no fluorescence would be
observed. This assay is PCR dependent thus MBs are
designed by choosing the length of probe (loop) and
arm (stem) sequences appropriately. The length of the
probe should be such that it would be dissociated
from its target at temperature 7-10oC higher than the
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Fig. 1—Molecular beacon assay for SNP genotyping. Molecular
beacon hybridizes with complementary sequence on target DNA
and opens so that reporter separates from quencher and fluoresces.
In case of single base mismatch, hybridization does not occur
therefore, no fluorescence signal is obtained (Adapted from Tyagi
et al, 1998)47.

annealing temperature of the PCR. The melting
temperatures of probe target hybrid could be predicted
using the per cent GC rule, which is available in most
primer design software packages. The prediction
should be made for the probe sequence alone before
adding the arm sequences. In practice, length of the
probe sequences usually ranges from 15 to 33
nucleotides.
This is a technically simple gel free assay. It has
potential for high genotyping throughput and is more
efficient than assays using linear probe, since the
stem-loop formation thermodynamically competes
with the amplicon for hybridization47. The MB
approach could also be used in an immobilized
format, so has the potential for high throughput28.
MBs have been immobilized on solid surfaces like
silica to construct MB array. However, there are
several problems encountered in this, chiefly the
electrostatic properties at the solid-liquid interface.
Wang et al used agarose-coated surface of microarrays48. They provide advantage of both porous
structure and a planer surface; also provide high
binding capacity and a solution like environment in
which the assay resembles a homogeneous liquid
phase reaction rather than a heterogeneous liquidsolid interface reaction.
However, the number of probes that can be used is
limited since the monochromatic light used in most of
detection systems does not excite all fluorophores
equally well. To overcome this, wavelength-shifting
MB with two fluorophores, harvester fluorophore that
absorbs strongly in the wavelength range of the
monochromatic light source and emitter fluorophore
that absorbs strongly in the wavelength of the desired
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emission colour, arranged serially at one end of the
beacon and a quencher on the other end can be used49.
In the presence of target the absorbed energy from
harvester fluorophore is transferred to the emitter
fluorophore by fluorescence resonance energy transfer
and therefore the MB fluoresce in the emission range
of emitter fluorophore. This enhances the multiplexing capacity of MB detection assay. MBs are in
less frequent use inspite of the above-mentioned
advantages due to high cost of synthesis and design of
probes and requirement of expensive dual labeled
oligos24.
AlphaScreen Method

This assay of genotyping SNP utilizes AlphaScreen
technology, which was developed initially by Ullman
et al 50. In this assay, two beads called Donor (D) and
Acceptor (A) are used. D beads contain phthalocyanine, a photosensitizer that generates short-lived
singlet oxygen on irradiation at 680 nm. This singlet
oxygen is accepted by bead A when it is in proximity
of D as singlet oxygen diffuses only a short distance
(~200 nm) before decaying. A bead contains a
mixture of chemiluminescer and fluorophores, which
on reacting with singlet oxygen undergo a series of
chemical transformations that culminate in a time
delayed energy transfer to fluorophores. The activated
fluorophore emits light signal at ~ 600 nm50,51.
This assay was initially used to measure interactions between biological binding partners50. Now it
is adopted for the detection of nucleic acids52. AlphaScreen assay coupled with Allele-Specific Amplification (ASA) and Allele-Specific Hybridization
(ASH) provides novel SNP genotyping platform43.
Bridging probes are used, which can bind simultaneously to a common nucleic acid target and with
oligo sequences like dA attached covalently to A and
D beads surface (Fig. 2). On hybridization of the
bridging probes to the target, the two beads come in
proximity and give signal. In both AlphaScreen ASA
and AlphaScreen ASH, PCR and probe hybridization
are performed in the same reaction mixture and
genotype analysis can be performed immediately after
thermal cycling.
AlphaScreen ASA

Allele specific PCR primers are designed with
polymorphic base at the 3' end of the primer. Second
mismatch is introduced at the penultimate position of
the allele specific primer to increase the specificity of
amplification reaction. AlphaScreen assays are
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Fig. 2—Schematic representation of AlphaScreen assay for
detection of SNP. On simultaneous hybridization of probe1 and
probe2 to the target DNA, bead A and D comes in proximity and
chemiluminiscent signal is obtained. In case of mismatch of either
of the probes with the target no signal is obtained due to nonbinding of the probes (Source: Beaudet et al, 2001)51.

performed in separate wells for each allele. Reaction
mix contains PCR reagents (including primers), bridging probes attached to beads and target DNA/allele.
SNPs are genotyped by measuring the AlphaScreen
signal from each allele.
AlphaScreen ASH

Sequences encompassing the SNP are amplified in
separate wells for the alleles. Allele specific bridging
probes are used for hybridization to target an allele.
This specific probe has the polymorphic base in the
centre of its target specific portion and will hybridize
preferentially to the perfect matched allele at a
temperature that destabilizes the mismatched probes.
Thus, AlphaScreen signal is perceived only in case of
perfect matched allele.
Both these assays are novel homogeneous SNP
genotyping platforms. They are simple in set-up. The
genotypes can be analyzed directly after PCR, as there
is no need to remove free nucleotide or add additional
enzymes. They are amenable to automation, multiplexing and assay miniaturization besides being costeffective also as unlabelled oligos and beads are used
for detection.
Capillary Array Electrophoresis (CAE)

CAE is a high throughput method and was earlier
being used for DNA sequencing and microsatellite
genotyping but now also in use for SNP genotyping53,54. Microfabricated high-density array of
capillary electrophoresis is needed for high throughput, cost-effective and multiplex analysis of nucleic
acid. Shi et al presented a 96-channel radial CAE
microplate that can be used extensively for SNP
genotyping55. The radial CAE microplate is approximately 10 cm diameter wafer and has an array of 96
channels extending outwards at the perimeter. In the
centre there is common anode reservoir. The repeated

unit consists of two channels with independent
1.2 mm diameter sample reservoir and a common
cathode and waste reservoir. They developed 96capillary array loader for rapid parallel loading of 96
samples from rectilinear microtitre plates to the radial
CAE microplate. The target DNA is allele specific
PCR amplified using labeled primer. They are loaded
on channels coated with gel, using capillary array
loader and run in buffer. Injection of samples is performed by applying electrical potential to anode,
sample and cathode reservoir and a relatively higher
voltage to waste reservoir. Separation is carried out
immediately following injection by applying electric
potential to the four reservoirs. The fluorescentlabeled DNA fragments separated on microplates are
detected by laser excited confocal fluorescent scanner.
The rotary confocal detection system consisting of a
rotating head coupled to four-colour confocal
detection unit allows four colour analysis54,55. Data are
collected from each of the channel and the raw data
are converted to Electrophoresis Signal Data (ESD)
file format by Genetic Prolifer genetic analysis software.
CAE is one of the important approaches for
sensitive, specific, high speed SNP genotyping.
Microfabricated CAE offers analysis with smaller
sample volumes scaling down the reactant volumes
and the subsequent cost saving56.
The practical utility of CAE microchips for high
performance SNP analysis was demonstrated for the
first time by Medintz et al for analysing the SNP
variants at locus associated with hereditary hemochromatosis (HHC) in humans56.
Electrochemical Detection of Mismatches in Nucleic Acids
(EDEMNA)

The assay has been developed by Huang et al57. It
is SNP analyzing system, which involves the enzyme
immuno sorbent assay system coupled with an electrochemical system for detection where electrochemical sensors can quantitatively detect electrical
currents generated by enzymes using appropriate
substrates58. In EDEMNA, nucleic acid molecules are
hybridized with two types of single stranded DNA
probes (Fig. 3): capture probe conjugated with biotin
for anchoring the hybridization complexes onto
electrochemical sensor surface and the fluorescein
labeled detector probes. The mismatch nucleotide can
be incorporated in middle of either of the two probes.
The hybridized complexes are immobilized through
biotin on streptavidin-coated electrochemical sensor
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Fig. 3—Basic EDEMNA scheme for SNP detection. Target DNA
hybridizes with both capture probe and detector probe. Biotin
labeled capture probe anchors the hybridization complex onto
electro-chemical sensor plate while detector probe is fluorescein
labeled provides signal on binding with the target DNA.
Mismatch of target DNA with either capture probe or detector
probe results in loss of signal (Source: Huang et al, 2002)57.

surface and unbound components are washed away.
Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) linked antifluorescein
antibody enzyme conjugate is added and HRP
catalyzed reactions then generate amperometerical
signal, which can be measured quantitatively and is
proportional to the number of immobilized hybrids on
the sensor surface. Signal can further be amplified by
incorporating Catalyzed Reporter Deposition (CARD)
technique. CARD is a signal amplification scheme
where fluorescein labeled tyramide molecules are
added following the addition of HRP conjugated
antifluorescein antibodies. HRP enzyme mediates
deposition of fluorescein labeled tyramide molecules
through creation of highly reactive product. The
deposited tyramide molecule can serve as targets for
additional antibody enzyme conjugates to bind to the
fluorescein amplifying the signal. Thus it enhances
the specificity and sensitivity of the assay.
EDEMNA still has room for research and further
improvement. At present it is a heterogeneous assay
requiring multiple steps involving washing and
addition of reagents. Attempts are being made for
microfabrication of dense electrochemical sensor
arrays to allow multiplexing.
Microarrays

Microarrays or DNA chips are oligonucleotides
immobilized on solid surface. They are now being
used routinely for SNP analysis and are favoured
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because of their ability of parallel and multiplex
analysis. They also reduce the amount of reagents
needed because of miniaturization. They can be
analyzed using automated computer devices. SNP
mapping of genome has been done by microarray in
Arabidopsis59.
SNP distinction on chips is generally based on the
principle of sequencing by hybridization (SBH) 60.
The target DNA segments are amplified and are
labeled. These labeled targets are then poured to chips
containing immobilized (probes) oligonucleotides,
allowed to hybridize according to their base complimentarity and are washed to remove unbound DNA.
For detection/genotyping of SNP ‘tiling strategy’ is
utilized2,61. A set of four oligonucleotides is used so
that corresponding oligomers from the set differ only
by one base. In this strategy, a number of columns are
available and in each column there are four sites, each
having an oligomer that differs from the other only on
one position termed substitution position (Fig. 4). In
each row, the oligos at the adjoining sites represent
sequences that have an overlap of nucleotide.
Hybridization with the target (wild type) DNA would
have perfect match with one probe out of the set of
four probes while it would have mismatch with the
remaining three. Similarly, for the next set it would
have perfect match with one out of four probes. In
case of an SNP in the target, hybridization with one
set results in perfect match with one probe out of four
probes but in the adjacent set, on hybridization it
would result in more number of mismatches than the
wild (Fig. 4). Thus, hybridization signal obtained is
different from that of the wild type.
Gilles et al has developed SNP analysis method by
electronic dot blot on semiconductor microchips62.
The assay uses silicon chip comprising microelectrodes arranged in an array. An agarose permeation
layer containing streptavidin is coated on the chip to
separate the biological material from harsh
electrochemical environment. Test DNA is amplified
and biotinylated. When biotinylated single stranded
amplified DNA is applied to the chip, the electric
field on the microchip directs the transport, concentration and attachment of test DNA to selected
electrodes (test sites) creating an array of DNA
samples63. The DNA at each test site is then hybridized to mixtures of fluorescently labeled allele
specific oligonuclotides with application of electric
field (electronic hybridization). Single nucleotide
mismatched probes are then preferentially denatured
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Genetic Bit Analysis (GBA)

Fig. 4—Schematic representation of ‘Tiling strategy’ microarray
for SNP genotyping. Each column on microarray has one set of
four probes differing only by one base (depicted by capital
letters). In A. wild type DNA target has perfect match with one of
the four probes and three mismatches in each column (mismatches
depicted in italics). In B. for first set of probes, target-containing
SNP has one match and three mismatches while for the probes in
column two, it has more number of mismatches than wild type.
Hence, there is difference in the signal pattern (Adapted from
Chee et al, 1996)61.

by reversing the charge polarity at individual test site
and the array is imaged and fluorescence quantified.
Semiconductor microelectronic for SNP genotyping imparts the following potential advantages
over passive array techniques: (i) flexibe-each test site
can individually be controlled, (ii) rapid (iii) ability of
multiplexing since electronic stringency can be
controlled at individual sites permitting the simultaneous analysis of unrelated molecules on the same
chip, and (iv) amenable to automation62.
The recent development of DNA microarray
technology has established unprecedented levels of
throughput, parallel analysis and multiplexing.
Despite of this, there are certain significant limitations. High false positive results have been observed
limiting its utility in SNP analysis. Further, the
fabrication of microarrays is expensive making it high
cost assay. Due to massive potential of microarrays,
there is strong motivation to further develop this
technology.

GBA was given by Nikiferov et al64. The term
‘Genetic bit’ was adopted for most elementary form
of genetic information namely a single DNA
nucleotide. GBA is a highly flexible method that can
be applied under a standard set of biochemical
condition to the typing of any nucleic acid polymorphism whose sequence is known. It is a primer guided
genotyping method. Primers are designed complementary to the region immediately adjacent to but not
including the site of variation in the target DNA (one
of the primers is regular and the other primer is
phosphorothioate modified primer). The target DNA
is PCR amplified and the PCR products are rendered
single stranded by T7 gene 6-exonuclease treatment.
As one strand is protected by phosphorothioate it
would not be acted upon by exonuclease. The single
strand PCR products are then captured onto individual
walls of microtitre plate by hybridization to immobilized oligonucleotide primer. The primer is then
extended by all four ddNTPs, one biotin, one
fluorescein and two unlabeled ddNTPs using DNA
polymerase (Klenow fragment). These ddNPTs will
terminate the chain extension across the polymorphic
site and the nucleotide incorporated could be determined by enzyme-linked colorimetry. Thus, SNP is
directly determined through colorimetry.
This technique has been used as a diagnostic tool in
human paternity test and in pedigree analysis. It has
also been used for distinguishing plastomes of
cytoplasmic male sterile (CMS) and fertile lines in
onion that differs by a single SNP30.
Padlock Probes

Nilsson et al developed oligonucleotide probes,
called padlock probes, which are composed of two
target-complementary end segments connected by a
non-complementary linker sequence (Fig. 5)65. The
two ends of these linear probes when hybridize to the
target sequence they are brought in juxtaposition and
are joined through the action of DNA ligase creating
circular DNA molecules. Because of the helical
nature of DNA, circularized probes are wound around
the target strand, topologically connecting probes to
target molecules through catenation. They provide
highly specific detection of nucleic acids with
minimal background due to the strict requirement for
simultaneous hybridization of two probe segments to
the target. The probes are stably bound to the target
strand through catenation and therefore can resist
extreme washing conditions that can further reduce
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Pyrosequencing

Fig. 5—Schematic representation of padlock probe assay. Padlock
probes have end sequences complementary to target. In case of
perfect match, ligase ( ) joins the two ends of the probe brought in
juxtaposition on hybridization with the target creating circular
DNA molecules. The circular DNA probe binds to the target DNA
and gives signal. In case of mismatch, ligase do not seal the ends
of the probe, therefore, no signal is obtained (Banér et al, 1998)68.

non-specific signals. The ligation allows efficient
distinction among sequence variants and can
efficiently be utilized for detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms as DNA ligase will ligate the two
ends of the probes only in case of perfect match with
the target. Nilsson used padlock probes labeled with
different fluorescent dyes to reveal single nucleotide
differences in alpha satellite sequences in centromeres
of human chromosomes 13 and 2166.
The circularized probe can act as efficient
templates for a rolling circle amplification reaction
and can be amplified by polymerase, thus obviating
the need of PCR67. However, it is not possible to
replicate padlock probes that remain threaded on their
target sequences68. This problem can be overcome by
cleaving the target strands to permit the probes to
slide off their target, or for the 3′ end of the cleaved
target itself to serve as a primer in the rolling circle
replication (RCR) reaction69. RCR results in linear
amplification of the signal, however, with the addition
of a second amplification primer complementary to
the RCR products, hyperbranched rolling circle
amplification (HRCA) reaction results. It proceeds
much faster than linear amplification67.

Pyrosequencing is a new DNA-sequencing method
that employs coupled enzyme reaction to monitor the
pyrophosphate (PPi) released during nucleotide incorporation. It is a sequencing-by-synthesis method that
relies on luminometric detection of inorganic phosphate release. It allows short segments of sequence,
typically 20 nucleotide, to be obtained and sequenced
in an automated manner. It is suitable for genotyping
of previously identified SNPs as it requires
sequencing of only a few nucleotides (1-5 bp).
For the detection of SNPs by this method, primers
are designed for sequences flanking SNP sites. The
DNA is PCR amplified and PCR products are
rendered single stranded. The reaction mixture
contains single stranded DNA with a short annealed
primer, DNA polymerase, ATP sulphyrase, luciferase
and apyrase and the dNTP are added in a cyclic order.
If the added nucleotide forms a base pair, DNA
polymerase incorporates the nucleotide and pyrophosphate will consequently be released. The released
pyrophosphate is utilized to convert 5' aminophosulfonate (APS) into ATP by ATP sulphyrase.
Lucifrase uses this ATP to generate detectable light
(Fig. 6A). The amount of light produced by luciferase
could be estimated by a light sensitive device such as
a luminometer or a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)
camera. The light produced is seen as a peak in
pyrogram and the height of the peak tells about the
number of dNTP incorporated. The excess of added
nucleotide (unincorporated) and the produced ATP
are degraded between each cycle by apyrase. If the
added nucleotide does not form a base pair to DNA
template, the polymerase will not incorporate it and
no light will be produced (Fig. 6B). Thus, real-time
signals are obtained and for each allele combination a
specific pattern (pyrogram) is obtained. This makes
the assay extremely accurate. Simple manual comparison can score an SNP. It is possible to automatically determine the allelic status by pattern
recognition software701,71.
Primer + dNTP
APS + PPi

polymerase

Sulphyrase

Luciferin + ATP

ATP

Luciferase

Primer + 1N + PPi

… (1)
… (2)

Oxyluciferien + light … (3)

Pyrosequencing is a proprietary technique developed by the company named Pyrosequencing AB. It
markets the complete pyrosequencing system
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Fig. 6—Basic principle of pyrosequencing for SNP genotyping.
Four nucleotides added in a defined order (Arrow depicting the
order) in the reaction mixture consisting of single-stranded DNA
with short primer annealed, DNA polymerase, ATP sulphyrase,
luciferase and apyrase. In A. incoming base is incorporated
releasing pyrophosphate that through cascade of reactions results
in light as signal. In B. due to mismatch, no pyrophosphate is
released, hence no signal is obtained. These signals are estimated
by light sensitive device and program is formed (Adapted from
Ahmadian et al, 2000)71.

PSQTM96 that is both developed and manufactured by
them. In the present configuration, it is carried out in
an automated microtitre base pyrosequencer that
allows simultaneous analysis of 96 samples within 15
min after template preparation. It analyzes one SNP
every 6 seconds. Thus, this technique is rapid and
suitable for large-scale studies. Pyrosequencing
avoids use of labeled primers or labeled nucleotides
and even gel electrophoresis. However, this method
has some limitations. Firstly, it requires a PCR step
before SNP assay. Secondly, it needs single-stranded
sequencing template that adds to the cost and time
required for the assay.
Pyrosequencing has been used for SNP genotyping
and for rapid mapping of ESTs in maize.
Invader assay

Third Wave Technologies Inc. have developed a
SNP genotyping based on nuclease. It employs exonuclease activity of endonuclease from the FEN

family (cleavase), a thermostable structure-specific
archaebacterial flap endonuclease enzyme to cleave
structure-specific rather than sequence-specific sites72.
Sequence specific oligonucleotide probes are synthesized, one is invader oligonucleotide and the other is
signal probe. The invader oligonucleotide has a
sequence homology with segment of DNA upstream
of the SNP site while the signal nucleotide at its 3' end
has sequence homology with the target DNA and a
segment at its 5' end having no homology with the
target DNA. The signal oligonucleotide forms a
duplex with the target DNA and the invader oligonucleotide now invades into the duplex thus forming
an overlap at this point. The flap endonuclease acts on
the overlapping conformation and cleaves the
unpaired (overlapping) region on 5' end of signal
oligonucleotide freeing an oligonucleotide called
‘flap’. The precise site of cleavage is dependent on
the amount of overlap with the upstream oligonucleotide. Nucleotide at the overlap site in the signal
probe has to be complementary to the target for
enzymatic cleavage of the 5′ flap whereas overlapped
nucleotide at 3′ end of invader probe does not need to
be complementary to the target for enzymatic
cleavage. When the target and the probe are not
complementary at this position the overlap is
eliminated and cleavage rate is very slow. The
difference in the cleavage rate of the enzyme between
overlaps with the perfect match and imperfect match
ensures a high level of nucleotide discrimination in
SNP analysis73,74. Thermostable variants of flap endonuclease allows the reaction to be performed near the
melting temperature (Tm) of signal probe and target
duplex, which promote probe turnover without the
need of temperature cycling. With the excess of signal
probe present in the solution, as signal probe is
cleaved, it is replaced by uncleaved probe which is in
turn cleaved and replaced and so on. It results in
amplification of cleavage signal and enables the
detection of specific DNA target present in small
amount or present in complex mixture. This assay
identifies polymorphisms with high specificity74.
A modification of Invader assay called ‘Invader
squared assay’ has been used. This involves two step
reaction. The flap produced in primary cleavage
reaction participates in second cleavage reaction as
invader probe which in turn is directed against
another complementary target added externally
containing fluorescent reporter and quencher. On
cleavage, the target release fluorescent signal. It
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approximately squares the amount of amplification of
cleavage production compared with the single stage
invader reaction73.
This assay does not involve PCR and is, therefore,
free from disadvantages of PCR like contamination,
thus has average signal to noise ratio far superior to
that of standard PCR based methods. Besides it is quite
accurate. Wellcome Trust, Cambridge University
analyzed same 36 SNPs in 384 individuals. The typing
was found to be 99.6% accurate75. No special instruments are needed, however, semi and fully automated
systems are under development. It is highly sensitive
method and sufficiently specific to enable discrimination of single base differences. However, in the
common format using fluorescent signal, it is uniplex,
as only one genotype can be performed per assay.
Cleavase fragment length polymorphism (CFLP)

This assay utilizes the property of cleavase
enzyme. It is based on observations that when single
strands of DNA fold on themselves, they assume
secondary structure that are highly specific of the
sequence of the DNA molecule26. The intrastrand
structures that are formed are hairpin structures. The
cleavase I enzyme is a structure specific, thermostable
nuclease. It recognizes and cleaves the junctions
between these single stranded and double stranded
regions (formed by hairpin structure). Target DNA is
PCR amplified using locus specific oligonucleotide
probes (LSOPs) and PCR products are heat denatured.
This single stranded DNA is now allowed to produce
secondary intrastrand structures by cooling. The
sample is then treated with cleavase. On resolving by
electrophoresis, it creates unique ‘barcodes’ that
highlight the conformational characteristics of the
DNA. A change in even a single nucleotide (SNP) can
lead to alteration in these conformations and thus
creating another characteristic barcode. So this array
is a robust method of genotyping SNPs.
CFLP can be used to identify sequence polymorphism in large DNA fragments as the secondary
structures are detected by enzymatic cleavage rather
than by electrophoretic mobility.
SNP Genotyping Scoring Platforms
Each SNP genotyping technique may be scored in
one or more formats76. The important platforms that
are nowadays used extensively in the genotyping
assays for their high throughput and speed include
arrays, mass spectrometry and flow cytometry. As
arrays have been discussed earlier, the other two
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platforms viz. mass spectrometry and flow cytometry
are discussed.
Mass Spectrometry Based Genotyping

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Timeof-Flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry (MS) is
amongst the most promising approach to genotype
SNPs. MALDI-TOF MS has been in use for the
analysis of proteins, peptides and nucleic acids77-79.
The analysis is based on the intrinsic property of
mass-to charge ratio (m/z). This approach has several
advantages over the other arrays/platforms developed
for SNP genotyping. It is fast as ionization, separation
by size and detection takes milliseconds to complete.
The results being based on intrinsic property of m/z
ratio, this is inherently more accurate than electrophoresis based or hybridization array based method. It
is also not affected by secondary structures formed in
nucleic acid.
MALDI-TOF MS has been integrated in many
SNP analysis approaches. Enzymatic DNA sequencing coupled with MALDI-TOF MS analysis has
been shown to be effective at discovering previously
unknown and known SNPs80,81. But its current
limitation is of loss of signal intensity and mass
resolution with increasing DNA size. This might be
due to size dependent tendency of the phosphodiester
backbone of DNA to fragment during the MALDI
process. This size dependent loss of signal has limited
MALDI-TOF MS DNA sequencing lengths to <100
nucleotides per sequencing reaction82.
SNPs can also be detected by minisequencing that
is sequencing of a few bases around the SNP site.
Minisequencing for SNP genotyping involves
annealing a primer to a template PCR amplicon at
immediate downstream of SNP site. A mixture of
dNTPs and ddNTPs are added to PCR template along
with DNA polymerase. The primer extends in 5′ to 3′
direction and incorporates nucleotides complementary
to the bases in PCR template immediately adjacent to
the primer position. Extension terminates at the first
position in the template where ddNTP incorporates.
The extended primers are solid phase purified and
detected using MALDI-TOF MS. SNP is detected at
m/z value specific to the nucleotide added to the
extension reaction82. Paris et al utilized this approach
for the analysis of SNPs in barley, which could be
used for codominant MAS (Marker assisted selection)
in barley83. Minisequencing and MALDI-TOF MS
have been improved for multiplex SNP analysis by
employing multiple primers with 5′ oligo (dT)
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sequences (MassTags)84. These primers have 3'
position, typically 12-25 bases, complementary to the
target and a 5' position of 0-20 bases, which are not
complementary, termed MassTag and composed of
variable number of Thymidylic acid residue. dT
residues are desirable for composition of MassTag as
they are more resistant to fragmentation during
MALDI-TOF than other bases. Due to these
MassTags all extended and non-extended primers are
resolved as distinct peaks during MALDI-TOF
analysis. Successful multiple genotyping of five SNPs
occurring within the same PCR amplicon from
BRAC1 exon 13 locus in humans has been reported.
Many other SNP genotyping approaches integrate
MALDI-TOF MS analysis for rapid and high throughput assay. Invader assay for SNP with detection by
MALDI-TOF MS provides the inherent benefits of
both the direct signal amplification without the need
for PCR by invader assay and extremely rapid and
accurate signal detection by MALDI-TOF MS73.
Similarly, PNA directed SNP analysis is also compatible with MALDI-TOF MS85. PNA is easily analyzed
by MALDI-TOF MS because unlike DNA molecules,
the peptide backbone does not fragment during the
MALDI process. In PNA-MALDI MS analysis for
SNP genotyping, two PNA hybridization probes, each
corresponding to one of the two possible SNP alleles,
are annealed to biotinylated, single stranded PCR
amplicon immobilized on streptavidin coated magnetic beads. After PNA probe annealing, the beads are
washed so that only a perfectly matched probe will
remain hybridized to PCR target. This entire bead is
then spotted onto MALDI probe tip and an acidic
matrix solution is added which dissociates the
hybridized PNA probes from immobilized DNA. The
PNA is then ionized upon radiation with the laser and
detected by its mass; each uniquely mass-labeled
PNA probe detected corresponds to a specific SNP
allele present in the PCR amplicon41,85.
There is lack of specificity in mass peaks when the
characterization of DNA in MS solely depends on
mass-to-charge ratio. Current MS measurements to
detect SNPs are accomplished through resolving the
mass differences due to single base substitutions but it
can measure masses of oligonucleotide within an
accuracy of only 0.02-0.08%. To overcome this,
nucleotide-specific tagging with stable isotopes are
utilized for better resolution as isotopic labeling of
nucleotide is able to generate a mass shift of 9-27 Da
per nucleotide (depending upon the combination of

isotopes like 13C, 15N and 2H in enriching the
nucleotide). The stable-isotope labeled dNTPs carry
characteristic mass shift that can serve as interior
“massTags” product. The nucleotide specific tagging
with stable isotopes provides internal signatures that
quantitatively display the nucleotide content of
oligomer peaks in MS spectra. This provides indications of number of labeled precursors and in turn the
base substitution in each mass peak and provides for
efficient SNP detection. Chen et al used stable
isotopes 13C/15N labeling of PCR products of the
target sequences with analysis of the mass shift by
mass spectrometry86. The mass shift due to labeling of
a single type of nucleotide i.e. A, T, G or C reveals
the numbers of that nucleotide in the given DNA
fragment and the nucleotide composition of DNA
fragment can be determined. An extension of this
strategy for more efficient and accurate detection of
SNPs and characterization of DNA has been reported.
For this, partial 13C/15N labeled dNTPs that carry
unique massTags and used to trace a particular type of
nucleotide in DNA fragments have been utilized87.
The number of labeled nucleotides in the target
sequence is determined by the mass shift between
labeled and unlabeled digests.
Flow Cytometry Based Genotyping

Minisequencing is a routinely used assay for SNP
scoring. Its integration with flow cytometry provides
a new platform for high throughput SNP scoring88. A
single biotinylated oligonucleotide is annealed immediately adjacent to the SNP site and extended one base
by DNA polymerase and fluorescent ddNTPs. After
extension, the biotinylated primers are captured onto
streptavidin-coated microsphere and fluorescence is
measured by flow cytometry.
Flow cytometry provides intrinsic resolution
between free and particle bound fluorescence. Therefore, samples can be analyzed without any washing or
separation step and thus eliminating the need for
purification of PCR products. Flow cytometry is a
multiparameter detection platform as it is possible to
measure several features of a particle simultaneously.
It is possible to label each of the four ddNTPs with a
different fluorophore and detect in a single reaction,
thus has the ability for multiplex analysis. The assay
is very efficient and sensitive. However, this method
suffers from the same limitations as that of minisequencing, namely primer heterodimer formation and
false priming. However, these limitations can be
overcome by careful primer selection88.
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The Hunt is On
Since SNPs are the most abundant markers in
humans, plants and animal genomes they must be
identified efficiently and rapidly for their applications
in various aspects like pharmacogenomics and crop
genetics. To make these studies possible, a plethora of
SNP genotyping technologies have been described but
there is still room for faster, better and cheaper
genotyping89. Among the various methods available
till date a worker can choose any one depending on
various parameters such as infrastructure available,
cost, specificity, etc. Table 1 gives a comparative
account of the techniques available for SNP genotyping with reference to certain parameters such as
homogeneous (carried out in a single closed tube and
no need of washing or addition of reagents in
multisteps) or solid phase assay, real time or end point
detection, multiplexing ability, cost, specialized
equipments required for detection to have an overall
assessment of the techniques available. As each
reaction and detection technique has its pros and cons,
further advances will be needed to achieve the desired
breakthrough in cost and speed. At the moment, no
single technology has monopolized the field90.
Comparison of SNPs with Other Marker Systems
SNPs have emerged as a powerful tool in marker
technology. But usefulness of SNPs over other
markers depends on a number of factors. If there is
very little sequence information available then
certainly SNPs should not be considered as the
marker of choice, either RAPDs or AFLPs could be
better choices. Cost of SNP genotyping assays is also
a major factor where resources are limited because
most of the current assays involve high cost. Efforts
are being made to develop cost effective SNP
genotyping assays. SNP research is also dependent on
large-scale data handling and specialized softwares.
Some of these softwares are not currently widely
available. Once the SNPs have been generated, their
amenability to automation could provide advantage
over other markers, especially in plant breeding as it
often requires genotyping of thousands of samples
over tens of loci in a single breeding season. This is
the great strength of SNPs when compared with other
markers.
Although relatively new in their concept, SNPs are
well on their way to becoming the important marker
system in commercial plant breeding. Inspite of the
large resources required to develop and utilize SNPs,
due to other significant practical advantages, SNPs
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are likely to become the method of choice to the plant
biologists very soon.
Significance of SNPs in Plants
SNPs are by far the most common form of DNA
polymorphism in a genome. They have been extensively used in genotyping human populations and
most human sequence variation is attributable to
SNPs. They are used in pharmacogenomics, diagnostic and biomedical research. However, SNPs have
not been in regular use yet in plant genotyping. A
large amount of SNP data is available in humans but
very limited data is available on SNPs in plants. This
is mainly due to the enormous cost involved in
developing SNPs, but since human geneticists have
developed a number of SNP genotyping assays, plant
biologists can take advantage and use the already
well-developed assays in human studies. SNPs have
tremendous potential for germplasm fingerprinting
and MAS. In several crop plants, markers associated
with phenotypic traits have been used in selection for
desirable traits in plant breeding programmes.
However, practical use of MAS has been very limited.
The example where MAS has been actually used in
plant breeding programme is in the development of
soybean cultivars resistant to Soybean Cyst Nematode
(SCN)91.
SNPs found in coding sequences may result in
phenotypic polymorphism or show 100% association
with a particular trait. Therefore, they can be used
efficiently in MAS. SNPs present in close proximity
to the coding sequences and showing <100% association can also be used in MAS.
SNPs: Applications and Prospects in Crop
Genetics
DNA markers have been used for the detection of
polymorphism. Among them, SSRs are usually
preferred as they are highly informative but are less
suitable for association studies because they exhibit
homoplasy (occurrence of SSR allele of identical size
but of different evolutionary origin and/or conversely
SSRs of different size embedded in identical haplotypes)92. However, this can be overcome by using
SNPs as they are highly informative and their assays
do not require DNA separation by size. They are
easier to locate in most single copy regions of genome
than SSRs. Edward et al have identified abundant
SNPs in the flanking sequence of maize microsatellites26. Thus, SSRs can be converted into SNP
markers.
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Table 1—Comparison of SNP genotyping techniques with respect to various papameters
Genotyping
technique

PNA

Homogeneous or
solid phase

Homogeneous Solid phase

Real time or end
point detection

End point

TaqManTM

Padlock probe

Pyrosequencing

Homogeneous Homogeneous Solid phase

Homogeneous

Homogeneous

End point

Real time

Real time

End point

End point

Real time

Gel based or non- Both
gel based

Non-gel

Non-gel

Non-gel

Both

Non-gel

Non-gel

PCR based or
Non-PCR based

PCR based

PCR based

PCR based

PCR based

PCR based

Non-PCR
based

PCR based

Detection
platform

(i) Staining

Enzyme
based

Fluorescence

Fluorescence

(i) Gel
Fluorescence
electrophoresis
(ii) ELISA

*Specialized
equipments
needed

MALDI-TOF

Colorimeter

Fluorescence
monitoring
thermocycler

Fluorescence
monitoring
thermocycler

(i) Fluorescence Fluorescence
Pyrodetector/scanner detector/scanner sequencer
(ii) Colorimeter

Multiplexing
ability

-

Moderate

Very Low

Low

High

Limited

Moderate

Cost

Moderate to
high

High

High

High

Moderate

High

High

Genotyping
technique

Invader squared DASH
assay

Microarray

AlphaScreen

CAE

EDEMNA

Minisequencing

Homogeneous or
solid phase

Homogeneous

Solid phase

Solid phase

Homogeneous Homogeneous

Solid phase

Solid phase

Real time or end
point detection

End point

Real time

End point

End point

End point

End point

End point

Gel based or non- Non-gel
gel based

Non-gel

Non-gel

Non-gel

Gel-based

Non-gel

Non-gel

PCR based or
Non-PCR based

Non-PCR
based

PCR based

PCR based

PCR based

PCR based

Non-PCR
based

PCR based

Detection
platform

Fluorescence

Fluorescence

Fluorescence

Chemilumine- Fluorescence
scence

Amperometric
signals

(i) m/z ratio
(ii) Fluorescence

*Specialized
Equipments
needed

Fluorescence
detector/
scanner

Fluorescence
detector/
scanner

Chip scanner

Luminometer

Specialized
softwares

Electrochemical (i) MALDIsensor
TOF
(ii) Flow
cytometer

Multiplexing
ability

Low

Moderate

Very high

High

High

High

Moderate

(ii) m/z ratio

Genetic bit
analysis

Molecular
beacon

Ligation

Luminometric

Cost

High

Moderate

Very high

High

High

High

High

Specificity

High

High

Low (many
times give
false positive
results)

High

Moderate

High

Moderate

-Could not be ascertained
*In addition to the routine equipments used in molecular biology lab, the technique requires the respective specialized equipment/s for
SNP detection.
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Nasu et al established 213 SNP markers distributed
throughout the rice genome and thereby illustrating
the immense potential of SNPs as molecular markers
for genome research as well as molecular breeding of
rice93. Analysis of chromosome 4 in two different
subspecies of rice identified 9056 SNPs, 3627 of
which are found to be in exons94 and 4,08,898
SNPs/INDEL between indica and japonica rice are
discovered95. As the entire rice genome sequence is
released, the significance of SNPs in various rice
cultivars, strains and mutants is increasing for both
genetic research and breeding. SNPs in hexaploid
wheat, which can be converted into CAPS markers,
have been identified96.
Use of SNP markers for linkage analysis has some
of the following advantages:
(1)
(2)

Analysis could be performed in early growth
stage of plants, requiring only a small
quantity of DNA.
Time and labour could be saved, as no
electrophoresis is required in most of the SNP
genotyping assays.

SNPs in Association Studies: Role of LD
To understand the use of SNPs in association
studies, the concept of Linkage Disequilibrium (LD)
has to be understood first. In the simplest terms the
non-random segregation of SNP alleles at different
loci is referred to as LD. In case of SNPs the term
‘haplotype’ is preferred as compared to the term
‘allele’. Haplotype is a group of alleles on closely
linked loci, which due to their proximity are usually
inherited together. The current consensus is that each
defined sequence type is a single haplotype and not a
single allele. They can be analyzed for the presence of
LD. Analysis of SNP haplotypes rather than of
individual SNPs provides a more effective way of
associating alleles with traits.
LD is a complex phenomenon and is of great
interest to population geneticists. The existence of LD
enables an allele of one polymorphic marker to be
used as surrogate for a specific allele of another.
Sometimes an allele is 100% predictive of the alleles
present at the nearby polymorphic sites. However, the
extent of LD depends on many factors like population
history, presence of population bottlenecks, admixture, migration, immigration, inbreeding and
frequency of recombination, i.e. ratio of genetic to
physical distance3,92. LD can also be maintained by
natural selection, as sometimes a particular combina-
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tion of character states may be selectively favoured
over others24. The magnitude and extent of LD is of
interest because it will determine the choice of association mapping technology. In association mapping,
alleles at a few selected candidate genes may be tested
for association with a phenotype or on the other hand
the whole genome may be scanned to identify regions
that are associated with a particular phenotype. The
minimum number of loci required to scan the genome
is again dependent on the extent of LD. Regions of
relatively high LD could require fewer loci to be
genotyped since a single locus can represent a larger
set24.
Extent of LD in Plants

Population bottlenecks and inbreeding increases
LD. Populations undergone bottlenecks show extensive LD. Soybean in US went through severe
bottlenecks when it was imported from Asia. Seven to
ten plants introduced contributed four-fifth of the total
diversity in soybean. In addition, due to an inbreeding
species it is likely to show high LD. Haplotype
analysis of SNPs in soybean for studying LD has
proved that there is limited genetic variation in
cultivated soybean97. In the case of maize, due to
narrow genetic base, a slow decay of LD is expected
inspite of the crop being an outcrosser. Studies
conducted have reported large differences in the rate
of LD decay in maize accessions eventhough broad
sets of germplasm have been investigated92.
However, LD is not stable over long periods of
time. With successive generations the level of LD
between two markers decreases due to meiotic recombination events, which tend to shuffle alleles at
different loci along with DNA. In case of two alleles
A and B depicting LD, if recombination occurs
between the two loci, the rate of decay of LD will be a
function of recombination rate and number of
generations. Assuming there is selective neutrality
and no recurrent mutation then LD can be determined
by the following equation:
LDt = (1-C)t LD0

… (1)

where, LDt, LD after t generation; LD0, Initial LD and
C, Recombination frequency.
Thus the predictive value of B allele with respect to
A allele depends on the age of polymorphism and
recombination rate between A and B24. There are
attempts to correlate SNP patterns with phenotypes to
directly associate SNPs acting as markers. ‘Candidate
gene’ approach can be used for successful association
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studies, where the location of the susceptibility gene
is either already known or suspected. The other more
rational approach is whole genome analysis to
identify the location of unknown susceptibility genes
across the whole genome. In first step, a low density
SNP map of the whole genome is used to identify
region(s) containing potential agronomic trait gene(s).
Once the region is identified, a high density SNP map
is used to fish the agronomic trait gene within the
region. The success of this approach greatly depends
on the degree of LD across the genome since it will
determine the number and location of SNPs required
to make meaningful predictions98. A report on maize
suggested that low level of LD in this species would
require marker densities of one SNP every 100-200
bp for genome wide SNP scan. The high level of LD
suggests that lower SNP densities will permit
successful allele mining of soybean germplasm99.
Ching et al100 assessed SNP frequency, haplotype
structure and linkage disequilibrium in elite maize
inbred lines. They analyzed 18 loci in 36 diverse
maize genotypes representing the major heterotic
group of cultivated maize germplasm mainly of US
origin. They analyzed primarily the 3′-UTR of the
selected maize genes to maximize the SNP discovery.
PCR primers were designed to amplify 300-500 bp
segment of each gene to detect SNP by direct
sequencing. They reported single nucleotide change
occurring at an average of every 60.8 bp and the
frequency was found to be about three times higher in
non-coding regions than the coding regions. Most of
the nucleotide changes in the protein-coding region
were found to be silent, only 5 out of the 18 changes
resulted in amino acid substitution. These large
numbers of SNPs can be used as genetic markers and
such a collection of SNPs may enable whole genome
scanning LD for trait dissection and gene mapping in
maize.
They found that haplotype is more informative than
individual SNPs as expected heterozygosity in SNP
was found to be 0.263 while haplotype expected
heterozygosity value was 0.561 which is nearly twice
the former suggesting that haplotype approach is
better than individual SNP approach for genetic
diagnostics.
The observed haplotypes and their distribution at
different loci help to understand the process of
domestication. The high yield and consequently
heterosis in open pollinated varieties favour the
presence of highly divergent haplotypes but at the

same time bottleneck effects limit the number of
haplotypes. Due to these conflicting processes despite
strong selection relatively high fraction of diversity is
retained in the elite germplasm as few highly
divergent haplotypes.
SNP Markers Associated with Genes of Economic Value

SNP markers associated with economic traits in
plants are summarized in Table 2. They have the
potential to be used in MAS and may enable
extrapolation into transgenes.
Evaluation of Diversity and Cultivar Identification

Molecular markers have proven to be powerful
tools for assessing genetic variation within and between populations of plants. SNPs have become
popular tools for identifying genetic loci that contribute phenotypic variations.
SNP Markers in Tree Species
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) is highly heterozygous
and many scots pine marker genes are highly variable.
It suggests that the levels of nucleotide variation may
be very high. However, sequence amplification and
analysis in these trees can be performed in haploid
megagametophytes to avoid problems caused by
heterozygosity. SNP patterns have been examined in
three scots pine populations for genes that encode
several important enzymes or structural proteins e.g.,
Phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL), a key enzyme
involved in lignin biosynthesis for the development of
secondary xylem in wood formation so that selection
can be exercised for desirable phenotypes using
SNPs112.
Closely related species of Picea viz. P. rubens (red
spruce), P. mariana (black spruce) and P. glauca
(white spruce) are difficult to differentiate morphologically. A total of 12 nuclear and 13 chloroplast
SNPs has been developed in these species, which can
distinguish white, red and black spruce113. Two
species-specific SNPs, which could distinguish black
spruce from red spruce and white spruce showed
consistency among 96-100% of the trees surveyed.
Five SNPs that distinguished white spruce from red
and black spruce were consistent among 100% of
surveyed trees. These species-specific SNPs marker
can identify anonymous spruce samples even with
small amounts of tissue as little as single needles.
Eurychoma longifolia Jack. (Family Simaroubaceae) is widely used throughout Southeast Asia for
its reported medicinal properties. It is used traditionally as a blood coagulant, for the treatment of
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Table 2—SNPs associated with genes of economic value in different crop taxa
Crop Taxa

Gene (Function)

Trait associated with SNP

Utility of SNP

References

Setaria viridis (L. Beauv.)
Black grass (Alopecurus
myosuroides Huds.)

ACCase (Acetyle-CoA
Carboxylase) gene
(ACCase catalyses first
step in fatty acid
metabolism. Herbicides
block fatty acid synthesis
by inhibiting ACCase)

Herbicide resistance

Herbicide resistance
management

101, 102

Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.)

β-Amylase gene (key
enzyme in degradation
of starch)
Dhn1 & Dhn5 (Dehydrin,
a family of proteins
induced by water stress,
are considered to be
involved in adaptive
response of plants to
environmental stress)
(i) Wx (waxy gene)
(Waxy gene control
amylose synthesis by
coding starch synthase
enzyme)
(ii) sd-1 (semi dwarfing
gene)
(i) Pin b (Puroindolin b)
(ii) Rht1 & Rht2 (Semi
dwarfing gene)
Rhg 1 & Rhg 4 [Soybean
Cyst nematode (SCN)
resistance allele)
SNP allele in plastomes
responsible for
cytoplasmic male sterility
and fertility
FAE1 (Fatty Acid
Elongase 1)

Enzyme thermostability

To select barley seedling
carrying superior alleles
of β-Amylase
For water stress
adaptation

83, 103

Amylose content

For development of
new cultivars

105

Dwarfism

Selection of sd-1 in
breeding programmes
Breeding programmes

106

Wild barley (H. spontaneum)

Rice (Oryza sativa)

Wheat (Triticum aestivum)

Soybean (Glycine max)

Onion (Allium cepa)

Oilseed mustard
(Brassica juncea)

Resistance to water stress

Grain hardiness
Dwarfism

104

107
108

SCN resistance

Breeding programmes

25, 109

Cytoplasmic male sterility
and fertility

For developing CMS
breeding lines

110

Erucic acid content

Breeding programmes

111

dysentery and its extract contains antiplasmodial
activity. Widespread harvesting of the wild grown
trees has led to thinning of natural population causing
a substantial decrease in the genetic diversity among
E. longifolia. Genetic diversity studies of this species
are essential for providing information for its propagation, domestication, breeding and conservation. A
total of 51 SNPs have been identified from different
populations that can be used as genetic markers in E.
longifolia114. It has been found that occurrence of
these SNPs reflects the geographic origins of each
population and can distinguish different natural
populations. These markers should prove useful in
preserving genetic diversity and for propagation and
breeding programmes to support conservation of this

species. It has also been observed that SNP markers
correlate with regenerability of tissue samples via
somatic embryogenesis as it was observed that the
tissue culture samples where callus samples were
capable of producing somatic embryos clustered
together whereas a non-embryogenic callus line did
not114. Therefore, these SNPs may also be developed
as predictive markers for regenerability. This would
be very valuable for micropropagation of this sought
after forest species.
SNP Markers in Crop Plants
Wheat

The allohexaploid nature of wheat presents
challenges for discovery and exploitation of SNPs as
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diagnostic markers as it contains excessive amounts
of both repeated DNA and paralogous gene
families115. At DuPont Biotech 1 kb fragment of DNA
from 3 genes viz. Starch branching enzyme1, ADPglucose pyrophosphorylase and Granule Bound Starch
Synthase were amplified116. Resulting pool of amplified products represented a mixture of sequences from
the A, B and D genomes, as these genes exist as
homeologous loci. On cloning and sequencing 24
colonies per gene, one SNP every 20 bp were
detected, which will allow development of genome
specific primers. The genome specific primers can be
utilized to evaluate the level of intervarietal SNP
variation in wheat for each genome. The SNP
variation can be correlated with phenotypic differences and can provide new sources of desirable
allelic variation in land races and wild relatives for
gene introgression.
Due to explosion in availability of ESTs they can
be used for the development of SNP markers in
wheat. ESTs enable PCR primers to be designed that
will amplify the sequence present at one locus only. It
also enables the verification that the SNP is real and
not a sequencing error117. An open international consortium of public and private institutions is attempting
to mine the EST contigs in a coordinated way,
pooling information on validated SNPs and avoiding
duplication of effort (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/ITMI/
2002/wheatSNP.html).
Maize

Diversity of DNA sequences among the maize
genome is greater than that of humans or fruit flies
according to the survey of chromosome 1 in maize. It
has been estimated that on an average, two randomly
sampled maize DNA sequence has one SNP every
104 base pairs118. Shattuck-Eidens et al121 studied four
loci for variation due to SNPs and indels in seven
yellow dent genotypes, depicting variant occurring for
every 13 bases. Selinger and Chandler sequenced a
594 bp region of a regulatory gene in maize (b gene)
in 18 genotypes120. They found 116 SNPs and 30
small insertions of 1-15 bp. Doebley and Colleagues
used SNP data from tb1 (teosinte branched) gene of
maize and concluded that during domestication
selection affected the promoter region more strongly
than the coding region, thereby leading to a change in
the phenotype121.
The abundance of SNPs makes them highly useful
for placing ESTs or the candidate genes onto a genetic
map that has been previously constructed with other

markers. Ching and Rafalski reported EST mapping
using pyrosequencing method (described earlier in
SNP genotyping) in B73 and Mol 17 lines of maize122.
It is frequently needed to genetically map a newly
identified EST. They first identified polymorphisms
between two mapping parents within the EST
sequence by dideoxy sequencing of the corresponding
PCR amplified segments of the genomic DNA. About
3-8 SNPs were found within single lane of sequence
(300-600 bp). A sequencing primer close to the
identified SNP site(s) is designed, amplified and then
pyrosequencing done to sequence several bases
including the SNP site and then the EST is mapped.
Dupont and Pioneer Hi-Bred analyzed EST
collection from Dupont and designed primers to
amplify about 300 bp preceding the polyadenylation
site at 3′-unsaturated segments of maize genes.
Genomic DNA from over 30 maize lines was amplified and sequenced. The alignment and analysis of
amplification products from 20 loci randomly
distributed in the genome revealed the occurrence of
one SNP per 70 bp and one indel per 160 bp.
Examination of the patterns of nucleotide changes
between different corn lines reveals conservation of
haplotypes spanning up to 300 bp or more25. Now,
SNP haptotype composition of maize ancestors and
relatives are also being examined. This study allowed
selection of eight maize lines representing maximum
allelic diversity and this set of genotypes will be used
to catalogue SNP alleles at 1000 loci selected from
ESTs and genes of applied interest25.
Barley

In a study of a number of barley cultivars, SNPs
were detected and allele-specific primers were
developed, which enabled identification of these
cultivars. Sequences of more than 50 loci among
modern barley varieties were compared. On an
average one SNP per 189 bp sequence was found123.
An assortment of SNP haplotypes by germplasm
group has been observed. Similar alleles are present in
both cultivated barley and various Hordeum
spontaneum accessions suggesting either multiple
domestication event or multiple transfers of genes
between barley and its wild ancestors. This provides
the possibility of generating a number of wellcharacterized SNP markers for each chromosome and
performing genome wide haplotype analysis. This
approach would be useful for QTL analysis, marker
assisted selection and varietal identification.
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Soybean

The frequency of sequence polymorphism within
coding regions of cultivated soybean and its
progenitor Glycine soja is in lower magnitude than
that of other crops like maize. However, introns, 3'
and 5' UTRs (Untranslated Regions) and associated
genomic DNA exhibit higher levels of polymorphism
and appear to be a good source of SNPs in soybean99.
More than 22,000 soybean unigenes have been
defined and 3′-end EST sequence data are available
for each. Using 3′-EST data, PCR primers were
designed for amplification of DNA sequences124.
Many of these primer sets amplified multiple
fragments due to tetraploid nature of soybean
genome. SNP frequency reported was 1.4/kbp in exon
sequences and 2.0/kbp in intron sequences. A large
proportion of the SNPs discovered in exons appear to
be in the 3′-UTR sequence.
Other Crops

Undoubtedly, SNPs represent one of the most
powerful tools for analysis of genomes, as proved in
human research but in the case of crop and
horticultural plants not much has been done in this
direction. Grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.) has a relatively
small genome (475 Mbp). Inspite of this, very little is
known about grape genetics. In order to improve the
knowledge of genetic diversity in V. vinifera and to
rationalize the management of grape collections,
analysis of the genome using nuclear microsatellite
markers and polymorphism in the chloroplast genome
using SNP markers has been done125. Seventeen SNP
markers have been analyzed in the chloroplast
genome of grapevine. SNP frequency of one every
78 bp has been discovered in grapevine126.
SNPs have been identified in the allele sequences
of 8 to 12 sunflower genotypes for a sample of 81 loci
originally mapped using RFLP markers127. High
throughput SNP markers have been developed for the
RFLP loci for linkage mapping, diversity analysis,
molecular breeding and genomics research. The goal
is to assess the utility and polymorphism of the SNP
markers across a genetically diverse panel of unsequenced wild and domesticated sunflower genotypes.
TraitGenetics, Germany intended to contribute
SNP markers in sugar beet by employing a high
throughput procedure for SNP development. In order
to achieve this, primer pairs are deduced from EST
sequences. Using these primers DNA is amplified,
purified and sequenced. Under strict quality criteria
chosen to avoid analysis of sequencing error, an SNP
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is called when the minor allele occurs at least in two
reliable sequences of the panel. Currently, more than
1000 SNPs have been detected with an average of 4.6
SNPs per amplicon128. A set of SNP marker has been
developed for nine likage groups of sugar beet. Each
set monitors polymorphic state of five to six linked
marker loci129.
Cultivated tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.)
has very low polymorphism rate therefore SNP
discovery through de novo sequencing is inefficient
because the polymorphism rate is lower than the
sequencing error. SNP mining from EST database is a
better approach in this species. Yang et al analyzed
EST sequences of various varieties for SNP and
detected one SNP for every 7000 bases analyzed129.
They identified 101 candidate SNPs in 31 genes.
These SNPs can be used in the mapping of tomato
genome and for other applications.
The genome of sweet potato, a major food crop in
some areas, remains very little understood. A comparative genome analysis project has been initiated for
understanding the sweet potato genome using DNA
sequence information specific for the model plant
species, Arabidopsis thaliana. The analysis of the
sweet potato genome involved primers specific for a
5 kb A. thaliana sequence found in GenBank.
Sequences used to design the primers were both gene
based and non-coding. A total of eight SNPs were
detected in about 12000 bp of sweet potato genome
scanned130.
In plants, however, the application of SNPs is only
at an initial stage and potentially a lot more can be
achieved in future. With the increasing number of
cost-effective and rapid SNP detection and genotyping techniques becoming available and enormous
genomic and cDNA databases, SNPs will certainly be
used in crop genetics on a routine basis for various
applications including genetic diversity along with
assessment and association of economic traits studies.
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